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Q1 What is your class status?
Answered: 731 Skipped: 0
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50.34% 368

49.66% 363

Q2 What is your residential status?
Answered: 731 Skipped: 0

Total 731
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Q3 What is your major or area of study?
Answered: 731 Skipped: 0
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3.97% 29

7.66% 56

0.27% 2

1.64% 12
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6.43% 47

14.64% 107

1.23% 9

2.74% 20

2.05% 15

5.06% 37

13.00% 95

2.05% 15

0.55% 4

0.14% 1

1.37% 10

4.65% 34

1.09% 8

0.96% 7

0.41% 3

0.96% 7

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

6.43% 47

0.27% 2

1.78% 13

3.97% 29

0.14% 1
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2.74% 20
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3.28% 24

1.50% 11

Total 731
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26.40% 193

43.23% 316

12.45% 91

10.26% 75

1.92% 14

4.65% 34

1.09% 8

Q4 How often do you visit the Library
building?

Answered: 731 Skipped: 0

Total 731
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1.00

Maximum
7.00

Median
2.00

Mean
2.36

Standard Deviation
1.36
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I have not yet
used the...
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0.72% 5

1.44% 10

2.73% 19

5.46% 38

7.33% 51

20.40% 142

Q5 On a scale from 0 to 10, how satisfied
are you with the computing resources in

the Library (for example, printers,
computers, etc.). Please skip this question

if you don't have an opinion.
Answered: 696 Skipped: 35
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24.43% 170

18.68% 130

18.82% 131

Total 696

Minimum
3.00

Maximum
11.00

Median
9.00

Mean
8.82

Standard Deviation
1.72

8 (9)

9 (10)

10--Extremely Satisfied (11)

Basic Statistics
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0.49% 3

0.49% 3

0.49% 3

2.76% 17

5.69% 35

8.94% 55

Q6 On a scale from 0 to 10, how satisfied
are you with the group study spaces in the
Library? Please skip this question if you

don't have an opinion.
Answered: 615 Skipped: 116
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9.59% 59

16.10% 99

21.30% 131

17.56% 108

16.59% 102

Total 615
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Basic Statistics
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1.53% 10

1.53% 10

3.05% 20

2.75% 18

5.80% 38

8.40% 55

Q7 On a scale from 0 to 10, how satisfied
are you with the quiet study spaces in the
Library? Please skip this question if you

don't have an opinion.
Answered: 655 Skipped: 76
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10.53% 69

14.81% 97

20.46% 134

12.52% 82

18.63% 122

Total 655
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Basic Statistics
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0.00% 0

0.49% 3

0.16% 1

0.49% 3

1.14% 7

5.38% 33

Q8 On a scale from 0 to 10, how satisfied
are you with Library's information

resources (books, databases, etc.) Please
skip this question if you don't have an

opinion.
Answered: 613 Skipped: 118
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6.04% 37

14.85% 91

26.92% 165

21.37% 131

23.16% 142

Total 613
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Basic Statistics
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0.56% 4

1.13% 8

2.54% 18

5.08% 36

6.21% 44

17.23% 122

Q9 On a scale from 0 to 10, how satisfied
are you with the Library in general? Please

skip this question if you don't have an
opinion.

Answered: 708 Skipped: 23
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25.00% 177

23.16% 164

19.07% 135

Total 708
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3.00
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11.00

Median
9.00

Mean
8.97

Standard Deviation
1.66

8 (9)

9 (10)

10--Extremely Satisfied (11)

Basic Statistics
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Q10 To what extent do you agree or
disagree with following statements? Please
skip questions if you don't have an opinion.

Answered: 718 Skipped: 13

Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

I can usually
obtain resea...

I can usually
obtain help...

I can usually
find a quiet...

I can usually
find a compu...
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1.25%
8

6.24%
40

55.38%
355

37.13%
238

 
641

1.59%
10

6.20%
39

57.07%
359

35.14%
221

 
629

3.90%
27

13.56%
94

53.97%
374

28.57%
198

 
693

2.28%
16

12.27%
86

58.92%
413

26.53%
186

 
701

Basic Statistics
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3.00

 
3.28

 
0.63

 
1.00

 
4.00

 
3.00

 
3.26

 
0.64

 
1.00

 
4.00

 
3.00

 
3.07

 
0.76

 
1.00

 
4.00

 
3.00

 
3.10

 
0.69

 Strongly Disagree (1) Disagree (2) Agree (3) Strongly Agree (4) Total

I can usually obtain research help from Library staff when I need it.

I can usually obtain help from IT help desk staff when I need it.

I can usually find a quiet place to study.

I can usually find a computer to work on.

 Minimum Maximum Median Mean Standard Deviation

I can usually obtain research help from Library staff when I need it.

I can usually obtain help from IT help desk staff when I need it.

I can usually find a quiet place to study.

I can usually find a computer to work on.
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Q11 How can the Library serve you better?
Answered: 356 Skipped: 375

# Responses Date

1 CollectionsCollections  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I think that the library does a spectacular job in providing resources for students.
The only thing that I can think of to improve the overall experience I gain from the library would be to add more
individual study corrals with the closed doors like the ones located on the main floor of the library. The enclosed
space offers a distraction-free area that is optimal for studying and getting work done. Otherwise, I think the
library continually meets my needs and the staff are always willing to stop whatever they are doing and help
when I require assistance.

12/1/2014 6:33 PM

2 TechnologyTechnology  Need more mac computers so students can edit video projects. 11/23/2014 4:51 PM

3 TechnologyTechnology  I know its asking a lot but maybe some newer, faster computers that are updated to the most
recent edition of any programs.

11/23/2014 4:39 PM

4 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Increased availability of study rooms 11/22/2014 6:02 PM

5 CollectionsCollections  More recreational books and DVDs 11/22/2014 3:36 PM

6 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I think it could be quieter, especially in group study rooms. Having study rooms right by a "quiet
study area" can be frustrating.

11/20/2014 3:17 PM

7 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group study rooms, and turning the ac down in the study rooms 11/19/2014 1:04 AM

8 BuildingBuilding  Updated computers would be nice. And update the atmosphere of the entire library. Its not great and I
would love to study there but its not welcoming or a place I want to study.

11/18/2014 11:30 PM

9 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It would be great to have more separate booths in the library like those on the second floors. 11/18/2014 9:27 PM

10 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The group study rooms fill up fast. It would be nice if there were more. 11/18/2014 8:15 PM

11 VendingVending  provide healthy snacks daily for library goers 11/18/2014 7:25 PM

12 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More study group study rooms. People purposely don't go there cause they don't like
it. I like it well enough, but it is very crowded a lot of the time. Someone needs to donate so we can level off
DePaul, and build a new library there.

11/18/2014 6:53 PM

13 TechnologyTechnology  more computers =( 11/18/2014 3:00 PM

14 BuildingBuilding  If the library can be clean. There is only one bathroom on the main floor that is always filthy. Never has
any tissue paper or towels. Very disgusting and not hygenic. The computers are always dirty with food and they
are not wiped down.

11/18/2014 2:32 PM

15 TechnologyTechnology  The printer situation is awful. They are always broken. 11/18/2014 9:25 AM

16 TechnologyTechnology  Please, get more printers and/or ensure that the printers available are working. I can never print in
the library either due to long lines or a broken printer.

11/18/2014 9:24 AM

17 DiscoveryDiscovery  Have the dvd list online so I can see what movies you have without having to walk all the way over to
the library and then leave with nothing.

11/17/2014 9:52 PM

18 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Keep helping student with the usual friendly attitude of the staff. 11/17/2014 8:28 PM

19 TechnologyTechnology  free printing 11/17/2014 5:52 PM

20 TechnologyTechnology  i rarely use the library but when i did recently the one computer in the back on the back wall the
screen was all messed up and old like flickering and looked like it was getting to ready to die thats the only
problem i ever had other than that no problems

11/17/2014 4:04 PM
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21 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Recently when I've been to the library there have been a lot of computer that are
out of order. I see a spot that's open to use but its not because the computer is broken. Sometimes there are not
nay computers available which is not too helpful especially when classes are in the labs. It would be nice if there
were more quite sports to study like there are on the second floor with the booths. That area is not always quite,
although I know that's not in your control but there are groups that go there to do projects that need to
communicate. It's sometimes hard to concentrate as a student working alone when groups come and are talking.
Maybe if there was another area for group study or projects away from the quiet areas it would work better.

11/17/2014 3:26 PM

22 TechnologyTechnology  Faster log in, too noisy. 11/17/2014 2:56 PM

23 BuildingBuilding  I think it does a good job, but a bathroom on the second floor would be nice 11/17/2014 2:55 PM

24 BuildingBuilding  OtherOther  I wish the library was open 24 hours 11/17/2014 2:49 PM

25 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Have major-based information meetings! 11/17/2014 2:39 PM

26 OtherOther  I am very satisfied with how the Niagara University Library meets my needs. I would not change a thing. 11/17/2014 2:00 PM

27 CollectionsCollections  more online resources 11/17/2014 1:27 PM

28 TechnologyTechnology  I think if the library added more computer that would be great. The library is usually full during
midterms and finals

11/17/2014 1:24 PM

29 VendingVending  During finals week I would like to see coffee and motivation available at the library! 11/17/2014 12:39 PM

30 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  More computers and it could be quieter. Even if it's just the people talking at the
table next to me I can't read it needs to be quiet.

11/17/2014 12:26 PM

31 TechnologyTechnology  More computers, more printers, and faster enterbet access 11/17/2014 11:49 AM

32 BuildingBuilding  More booth sitting areas. 11/17/2014 11:26 AM

33 TechnologyTechnology  More working computers 11/17/2014 11:18 AM

34 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  HAving more private study areas 11/17/2014 10:25 AM

35 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I have no complaints so far. 11/17/2014 10:07 AM

36 TechnologyTechnology  keep the color printer available at all time 11/17/2014 9:59 AM

37 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  More quiet study spaces would be nice. and making sure they actually stay quiet.
Sometimes people talk while in the "quiet" zone and it makes it very distracting. Also easier access to color
printing would be nice. Maybe set it up like the black and white printer so we can swipe our student ID to pay for
color printing. I had trouble trying to find someone to help me last time I needed to print in color for a class.

11/17/2014 8:44 AM

38 TechnologyTechnology  Put more computers in 11/17/2014 7:28 AM

39 TechnologyTechnology  more computers during peek periods 11/17/2014 4:57 AM

40 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Improve quiet area 11/17/2014 2:29 AM

41 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I wish there were more cubicles to study at or maybe more group tables. 11/17/2014 1:41 AM

42 BuildingBuilding  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I think a cool idea would be to have different sections for different majors so
people can hangout and read books with people they can be around and interact with. I believe the library we
have is already wonderful and there isn't very much room for improvement. Great books, great staff, great study
sections.

11/17/2014 1:00 AM

43 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The library needs to enforce the location of group study and silent study areas, as it seems as
they intermingle in most sections of the library. Other than that, the staff has been very helpful for my 5 years at
NU.

11/17/2014 12:48 AM

44 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More study rooms 11/17/2014 12:41 AM

45 TechnologyTechnology  Add more computers 11/17/2014 12:35 AM

46 TechnologyTechnology  The service at IT needs to be better they are more focused on playing on there computers and
listening to music rather than helping out when needed. Other than that library is great!

11/17/2014 12:35 AM

47 VendingVending  The option to purchase supplies and snacks in the building 11/16/2014 11:25 PM

48 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  faster computers, more areas to work 11/16/2014 11:15 PM
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49 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Please monitor library etiquette-- it is frustrating and nearly impossible to
work when large groups of undergraduate students are watching YouTube videos with the sound on, talking
loudly on the phone, or texting/instant messaging with the sound on. The quiet rooms are great, but are not
available at all hours. Over the summer, the quiet area on the main floor was sometimes closed quite a bit earlier
than the posted hours. I have asked for and received help several times from library staff who have been very
kind and responsive. I utilize the library outside of "regular" hours frequently and appreciate having library access
24 hours a day. The Keurig is a great addition to the library-- thank you!

11/16/2014 10:51 PM

50 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Nothing. I think the library staff does a great job. 11/16/2014 10:14 PM

51 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  OtherOther  More writing seminars and have the research assistants attend as well. This would
be great!

11/16/2014 10:11 PM

52 OtherOther  the library is a great study place for me and I love accessing the teaching tools that it provides for me. 11/16/2014 10:00 PM

53 TechnologyTechnology  Better computers, put a few randomly spaced out upstairs 11/16/2014 9:56 PM

54 OtherOther  If it is not too packed, the library is great how it is 11/16/2014 9:53 PM

55 BuildingBuilding  Have portable heaters for students to use. lol 11/16/2014 9:53 PM

56 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Open up a new entrance so I dont have to walk all the way around especially at night.
More study spaces

11/16/2014 9:50 PM

57 TechnologyTechnology  Be able to print PDF more efficiently. There are multiple readings, assignments and ppts assigned
from out professors. The printers once took 40min to print one of my pharmacology PDF ppts that I need for
class.

11/16/2014 9:46 PM

58 TechnologyTechnology  More computers. 11/16/2014 9:38 PM

59 BuildingBuilding  Sell Keurig cups 11/16/2014 9:22 PM

60 CollectionsCollections  I bigger e-book selection 11/16/2014 9:16 PM

61 BuildingBuilding  Make sure there is a chair at each computer station. 11/16/2014 9:13 PM

62 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More.private study cubbies in the quiet zone would be nice. 11/16/2014 8:56 PM

63 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  More computers that work. A faster internet connection. A quieter dedicated study
space area.

11/16/2014 8:53 PM

64 BuildingBuilding  The upstiars and downstairs should stay open 24 hours a day. 11/16/2014 8:46 PM

65 TechnologyTechnology  Many of the computers load very slowly and it is difficult to run in and out of the library. I don;t know
the best way to solve this problem, but it is the biggest problem I see with the library.

11/16/2014 7:12 PM

66 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  There needs to be more quiet areas. Also the quiet areas need to be better enforced. 11/16/2014 7:09 PM

67 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Doing a great job, keep up the good work. 11/16/2014 7:07 PM

68 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Have more group study areas, and monitor the quiet areas. 11/16/2014 7:06 PM

69 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Volume needs to be better controlled- especially in the basement computer areas. It's extremely
loud and hard to focus. Especially when the sports teams are in there they are sooo loud and obnoxious and
unfair to those working around them.

11/16/2014 6:52 PM

70 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The group study rooms are not very accessible. If there were more, then that would make it much
easier to study in groups and it would lower the noise level. More study rooms would be especially beneficial in
the basement.

11/16/2014 6:47 PM

71 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I am very satisfied with the library. 11/16/2014 6:32 PM

72 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Making sure everyone is quiet. Sometimes people walk up the stairs talking really loud. 11/16/2014 6:32 PM

73 BuildingBuilding  More bathrooms........ 11/16/2014 6:25 PM

74 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Does a great job in helping! Thank you! 11/16/2014 6:20 PM

75 TechnologyTechnology  I have a Mac and sometimes it's very difficult to transport the things form my Mac onto the available
computers in order for me to print the things I need.

11/16/2014 6:15 PM

76 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More quiet study areas would be great! 11/16/2014 5:52 PM
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77 TechnologyTechnology  When the library is busy there is often not enough computers because they are not working. It
seems to take a while for those computers to be fixed.

11/16/2014 5:47 PM

78 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  VendingVending  It's could have quiet time and maybe have food dispensaries. 11/16/2014 5:42 PM

79 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  OtherOther  Honestly, I can't think of anything. I love the NU library! 11/16/2014 5:42 PM

80 CollectionsCollections  TechnologyTechnology  When in a hurry it would be nice if the load up/login process of the computer wasn't
as long and time consuming, if there could be guest computers that were always logged in for those on the go
students would be amazing. Also if the libraries catalog was readily available outside the library or had a list at the
beginning of each semester that could be picked up if desired. Lastly, if the library could look into getting
accounts for at least the library for sites like Hulu, HBO, Crunchroll, and potential other video databases.

11/16/2014 5:35 PM

81 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  More computers and group study rooms, but I know that's not really that feasible 11/16/2014 5:32 PM

82 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  More computers and more group study rooms if possible. 11/16/2014 5:25 PM

83 TechnologyTechnology  Increase log in speed and flash drive compatibility 11/16/2014 5:14 PM

84 BuildingBuilding  VendingVending  The building is very old and much of the furniture is very outdated, I was surprised at this
coming to NU because it is thought of as "high-quality" and the Library was deteriorating on many levels ceiling,
flooring,chairs, lighting, bathroom, etc.Often computers are down or running very slowly which can be very
frustrating when trying to work. Library definitely needs more than one bathroom. I often have to wait and then
sometimes 3 or 4 people are waiting ahead of me when the library is busy. Also, there needs to be a small coffee
shop or stand where people can get something quick in the cold without having to pack-up and head out of the
building, especially in colder months. I have been to other campuses just to use their library because of the better
atmosphere or Starbucks. There used to a coffee/hot cocoa machine which was very nice and convenient. Hope
this was helpful.

11/16/2014 5:05 PM

85 BuildingBuilding  The deco is outdated, and I feel trapped in such an atmosphere. Yes the soul purpose of the library is
to study and learn, but I also want to feel comfortable in a space where I am spending hours of my time.

11/16/2014 5:03 PM

86 BuildingBuilding  TechnologyTechnology  More computers, better printers. I wish the library was accessible on the other side as
well.

11/16/2014 5:01 PM

87 TechnologyTechnology  I often cannot find a computer, even if only to quickly print a paper. There should be computers
exclusively for quick printing.

11/16/2014 4:53 PM

88 CollectionsCollections  I am satisfied with the online services of the library. I have never had to use any onsite services as I
do most of my research/writing at home.

11/16/2014 4:43 PM

89 BuildingBuilding  more comfortable chairs 11/16/2014 4:41 PM

90 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Provide more study space for individual groups, so we can work in silence. 11/16/2014 4:41 PM

91 TechnologyTechnology  I think it would be really great if there were more printers on the main floor. It has happened to me
on several occasions where an individual is printing around 100 pages a head of me and it takes for ever to wait
for those pages to print. It is very frustrating especially if I am doing so in between classes and in a hurry.

11/16/2014 4:29 PM

92 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The quiet area upstairs is hardly ever quiet. If there was someone to enforce this or a way to fix
this it would be beneficial.

11/16/2014 4:23 PM

93 TechnologyTechnology  More computers, faster network, better infrastructure 11/16/2014 4:19 PM

94 TechnologyTechnology  More computers. Midterms and finals week are a nightmare. 11/16/2014 4:18 PM

95 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It would be nice to have some more booth areas to work in because there aren't many. 11/16/2014 4:16 PM

96 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computers, they are so slow!! 11/16/2014 4:07 PM

97 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  The library already does a very good job of helping me find what I need as well as providing a
quiet place to study.

11/16/2014 3:55 PM

98 BuildingBuilding  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I love the library, but the only I would change are the chairs. I find them very
uncomfortable when working at a computer for hours at a time. Everything else I am very satisfied with!

11/16/2014 3:55 PM

99 TechnologyTechnology  Computers all updated up to date. 11/16/2014 3:47 PM

100 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  TechnologyTechnology  i think library is great! Especially the IT Help Desk they helped me with my
computer and I'm so grateful for that.

11/16/2014 3:47 PM
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101 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Have specific areas to study in groups, and specific places to actually study quietly, and make
sure it stays quit.

11/16/2014 3:43 PM

102 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It is difficult to find comfortable, quiet places to study. The comfortable chairs are often taken. I
think that more study areas need to me made.

11/16/2014 3:25 PM

103 TechnologyTechnology  Emphasize quietness in the quiet zone working areas 11/16/2014 3:25 PM

104 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computers. 11/16/2014 3:15 PM

105 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  OtherOther  Don't escort students out for not having ID when they can prove that their s student 11/16/2014 3:09 PM

106 OtherOther  i cant think of anything yet 11/16/2014 3:08 PM

107 BuildingBuilding  Keep the whole library open 24 hours 11/16/2014 3:08 PM

108 CollectionsCollections  Wider selection of mags 11/16/2014 2:53 PM

109 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The quiet areas in the library are often not actually quiet (especially upstairs on the third floor). I
really enjoy the quiet areas and they are beneficial, but lately it has been difficult to study there.

11/16/2014 2:49 PM

110 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  A printer on the middle level, more group study rooms. 11/16/2014 2:48 PM

111 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  There needs to be a better set up of the tables to allow more computers to be in the library. 11/16/2014 2:45 PM

112 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Have more group study rooms. 11/16/2014 2:44 PM

113 TechnologyTechnology  Have color printing available more. Have more Macs. 11/16/2014 2:40 PM

114 CollectionsCollections  More text books for education courses. 11/16/2014 2:40 PM

115 OtherOther  Everything is already helpful 11/16/2014 2:33 PM

116 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computers and more macs 11/16/2014 2:31 PM

117 CollectionsCollections  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I believe that the school should have more access to a variety of journals, being in
the science department we use scientific journals regularly and many times we don't have access to journals, and
we don't have time to use inter library loan. Also, I think that more group areas could be available, and also sign
up sheets aren't followed regularly. I don't really know of a better way to do this. But I have had to kick people out
who haven't signed up for a time on a regular basis.

11/16/2014 2:30 PM

118 TechnologyTechnology  Offer a section for commuters to access where we will not be charged for printing 11/16/2014 2:25 PM

119 OtherOther  I don't have any further suggestions :) 11/16/2014 2:20 PM

120 TechnologyTechnology  VendingVending  Possibly a coffee shop inside more printers and staplers 11/16/2014 2:17 PM

121 OtherOther  Free donuts at the resource desk for motivation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11/16/2014 2:17 PM

122 BuildingBuilding  VendingVending  Keeping the entire library open 24hours so that way quiet floors can be utilized and maybe
adding some kind of food area. Keep up the good work. Loving all the improvements!

11/16/2014 2:10 PM

123 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I think the library is already very helpful. 11/16/2014 2:10 PM

124 BuildingBuilding  Sometimes it could be a little quieter. 11/16/2014 2:06 PM

125 BuildingBuilding  Needs to be quieter. I would say the upstairs quiet area is usually more loud than my dorm building. 11/16/2014 2:00 PM

126 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Individual study rooms. 11/16/2014 1:56 PM

127 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More quiet study areas, such as rooms with doors that close. 11/16/2014 1:56 PM

128 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  If there were more quiet spaces to do my work, that could help a lot. 11/16/2014 1:44 PM

129 TechnologyTechnology  More Smart Boards for teachers to work with. Many a class on using Smart Boards for teachers.
More math resources for teachers.

11/16/2014 1:39 PM

130 TechnologyTechnology  Already great 11/16/2014 1:38 PM

131 TechnologyTechnology  offer more computers and/or fix the broken ones 11/16/2014 1:38 PM

132 TechnologyTechnology  I know some of the computers need to have their SPSS and Matlab software updated/ renewed. If
possible, this would be a great help!

11/16/2014 1:38 PM
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133 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I love the group study rooms, and although space is limited, I would like to see more of them in
the future if possible. They are well equipped for group projects and meetings. The only gripe I have is the dry-
erase markers, they're usually hit or miss. Sometimes they don't work, but that's not to say that they aren't
available. Usually we can find them in another vacant room.

11/16/2014 1:36 PM

134 CollectionsCollections  More software for other majors and activities as in art and music. 11/16/2014 1:33 PM

135 OtherOther  Keep doing you 11/16/2014 1:31 PM

136 BuildingBuilding  I honesty feel it's time to build a new library. You want to make the library a spiritual place to get work
done and at the same time feel comfortable and not stressed out and I feel that our library lacks those qualities

11/16/2014 1:29 PM

137 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I think the library is doing a fairly good job, the only thing I would want differently is that there be
more quiet places to sit and study

11/16/2014 1:14 PM

138 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  more study rooms for groups 11/16/2014 1:14 PM

139 TechnologyTechnology  faster / newer computers, and printers in the dorms for quick printing before classes that you could
use library print money for!!

11/16/2014 1:12 PM

140 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I go to the library daily. I am very happy with the study accommodations and am happy with
the supports. Thank you

11/16/2014 1:11 PM

141 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More quiet areas, and more study spaces. Even when I am in the library working on the computer
or studying there is still enough ambient noise to be distracting. Even the Niagara Falls Public Library is not this
loud.

11/16/2014 1:08 PM

142 TechnologyTechnology  Get more computers just for printing purposes. It takes about 3-5 minute to log on to a computer
which can be frustrating. Maybe have more tables for one 1-2 people to sit at so they don't take up the group
tables with 4-5 chairs.

11/16/2014 1:07 PM

143 TechnologyTechnology  More printers 11/16/2014 1:03 PM

144 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Re-arrange the library so that there are more group study areas and more quiet areas. 11/16/2014 1:02 PM

145 TechnologyTechnology  Faster log ins 11/16/2014 12:54 PM

146 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Making sure people are quiet in the quiet areas 11/16/2014 12:51 PM

147 BuildingBuilding  I think the library needs to be updated. Everything else in the school for the most part has been
updated, but the library is lacking in modernization. It is old, and it should look more appealing and have people
have a better impression of it as they are looking at Niagara University.

11/16/2014 12:51 PM

148 TechnologyTechnology  More available color printing 11/16/2014 12:44 PM

149 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More individual study areas during exam weeks. 11/16/2014 12:40 PM

150 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The library needs more silent study desks in the basement. 11/16/2014 12:39 PM

151 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  A few more quiet spaces! 11/16/2014 12:39 PM

152 TechnologyTechnology  More computers. There is not enough of them for our student population. 11/16/2014 12:38 PM

153 TechnologyTechnology  More computers. There is not enough of them for our student population. 11/16/2014 12:38 PM

154 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Expand on size- more quiet space. We pay so much money to go to Niagara and we have a
crappy library...

11/16/2014 12:32 PM

155 VendingVending  Have snacks available. 11/16/2014 12:31 PM

156 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  My favorite part of the library is study rooms. They are so useful for my class mates and I to study
and complete assignments in. I just wish there were more available!

11/16/2014 12:30 PM

157 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  VendingVending  Better group space and have a snack bar that serves coffee 11/16/2014 12:30 PM

158 TechnologyTechnology  It would nice if there were a few more computers on the main floor. 11/16/2014 12:28 PM

159 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computers 11/16/2014 12:27 PM

160 CollectionsCollections  By acquiring more DVDs 11/16/2014 12:26 PM

161 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  The only problems I have at the library are groups of people being loud when I am
trying to work and the computers taking forever to log onto.

11/16/2014 12:26 PM
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162 VendingVending  provide healthy snacks in study rooms and in various spots around the library every day - such as
granola bars or pretzels. many times I choose studying over eating so I can get my work done and it would be
nice if the library considered this.

11/16/2014 12:25 PM

163 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  They are doing a great job already! I can't complain about anything! 11/16/2014 12:24 PM

164 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I use the group study rooms a lot, if it was possible to have more, that would be amazing. 11/16/2014 12:22 PM

165 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  i think the library is great just needs more seating areas like the booths on the second floor. 11/16/2014 12:22 PM

166 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Library does a great job all in all. Make sure staplers have staples! 11/16/2014 12:20 PM

167 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group study spaces would be helpful but it really isn't possible 11/16/2014 12:17 PM

168 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group study spaces would be helpful but it really isn't possible 11/16/2014 12:17 PM

169 TechnologyTechnology  Add more computers and printers 11/16/2014 12:17 PM

170 Enforce silence in the quiet study areas 11/16/2014 12:16 PM

171 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Reinforce that the library is a quiet place for personal and group study rather than a place to
socialize during breaks.

11/16/2014 12:16 PM

172 CollectionsCollections  I love the board game selection you carry bc it helps to just sit down and relax after doing a lot of
hard work. The only thing is that some of the games are louder and even rolling dice echoes throughout the
library. It would be nice to have a space we could go to to play or even a system of renting the board games out
of the library. Maybe like putting down a deposit and when you return the game within the time limit you'd receive
the deposit back and if not the library would keep your deposit and put it towards buying new games or replacing
the game. Just a thought.

11/16/2014 12:14 PM

173 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I think the library is doing a great job as it is! 11/16/2014 12:14 PM

174 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Make sure that it is quieter. Sometimes it gets ridiculously loud in there. 11/16/2014 12:12 PM

175 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group work spaces would be nice 11/16/2014 12:12 PM

176 OtherOther  Na 11/16/2014 12:11 PM

177 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  During the busy times (finals and midterms) I think that it would be helpful to make sure the quiet
spaces are being enforced. Granted, it is difficult when so many people are in the library but I know that I find
places to study elsewhere when these times come around.

11/16/2014 12:10 PM

178 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  The top and bottom floors should be open 24 hours like the main floor.
the top and bottom floors are usually more quiet than the main floor, even in the middle of the night. I think there
should be more computers and more spaces for places to study because I went into the library earlier in the week
at 9pm and there wasn't a free computer or a free chair to sit in to do work and it's not even exam week yet.

11/16/2014 12:10 PM

179 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It is good as it is. The only problem is crowdedness, but can't be easily fixed. 11/16/2014 12:10 PM

180 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The quiet areas are never quiet, because there are not enough spaces for people to work in
groups. There is by far a huge shortage of group study areas as well as places for students to sit privately and
study. Even in the spaces that are available, people always are talking. It would be useful if there were a librarian
who did rounds and asked students to move when they are constantly being too loud. The library definitely needs
some renovations. I believe that with a better library, we may have more people applying to Niagara. I was very
dissatisfied with it when I came on a tour before my Freshman year 3 years ago and still am to this day.

11/16/2014 12:08 PM

181 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group study rooms would be great! 11/16/2014 12:08 PM

182 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  more staff 11/16/2014 12:08 PM

183 CollectionsCollections  Subscribe to more databases for research 11/16/2014 12:08 PM

184 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I think that the staff on the main floor where the computers are don't have a regard for the fact
that it is a library and people are trying to work. On many occasions they are loud, talking accross the room and
not seeming to notice those around them.

11/16/2014 12:07 PM

185 BuildingBuilding  Restrict clubs from hosting meetings outside of a private room. They can be very loud. 11/16/2014 12:06 PM

186 CollectionsCollections  Get study books for the teacher certification exams. 11/16/2014 12:06 PM
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187 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More private spaces with computers 11/16/2014 12:06 PM

188 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I feel like in the beginning of the year someone from the library staff should come into a class
and explain the resources that can be provided by them.

11/16/2014 12:05 PM

189 OtherOther  good 11/16/2014 12:05 PM

190 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Sometimes the quiet places are not really quiet but that's not the library staff's fault 11/16/2014 12:03 PM

191 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Just more places to quietly study. 11/16/2014 12:03 PM

192 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Keep the downstairs section open 24 hours as well so that the private study corrals
can stay open

11/15/2014 9:35 PM

193 TechnologyTechnology  The computers are extremely slow and some of them don't work as well as others do; I've had it
where at times the computer thinks my word documents are "dangerous" and won't open them and other times
where I can't print from a computer. Some computers are difficult to start, while most take at least 5 minutes to
start. I am in the library late at night often and can't always report issues. I would like to see the computers
running faster so working on them would be easier.

11/14/2014 7:19 PM

194 CollectionsCollections  The library offers great computer sources however book and dvd sources are limited 11/14/2014 3:19 PM

195 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The library is constantly loud even in the quiet study places. There are always people talking
loudly/working in groups in quiet study areas and they are not told to be quiet by staff. There truly is no quiet
place to study in the library. I think possibly the staff should walk around to regulate the noise and ensure that
people are silent in the quiet study areas. I know alot of students feel the same way as me.

11/13/2014 11:52 PM

196 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I wish there were more study rooms available or that the library could be renovated. 11/13/2014 6:19 PM

197 OtherOther  I Feel that the library is already set up nicely and doesn't need any more thoughts 11/13/2014 1:59 PM

198 CollectionsCollections  TechnologyTechnology  More printers and more books on reserve for class. Alot of the time there are not any
quiet spaces available or computers. Also bathrooms are a must that needs to be change

11/13/2014 12:48 PM

199 TechnologyTechnology  An improvement in one major aspect: Faster loading computers that do not take an actual 5-10
minutes to simply "boot" and another few minutes to load Microsoft Word, Excel, etc. separately when you first
open them. The current computers are extremely slow.

11/13/2014 11:28 AM

200 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  The library could better not only myself by the entire student body of Niagara by offering
group sessions on how to use certain equipment

11/13/2014 10:29 AM

201 VendingVending  Gatorade machine. That's free like in clet dinning 11/13/2014 10:28 AM

202 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  The only way I can think of would be to get more computers or to build more study
spaces, but the library is still very good now

11/13/2014 10:28 AM

203 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Have on-line sign-up for the group study rooms. Many times I have come to the library to study
with a group and have not been able to book a group room in advance, however the group room is pre-occupied
(usually by a lone, single student unwilling to share the space or empty the space) and my group and I are left to
discuss in the 'quiet' sections and causing possible disruption to others. If not this then have at least 2 dedicated
Graduate study rooms for these situations. Grad students aren't on campus often so it is impossible for us to
book in advance, but we usually do require the space.

11/13/2014 8:56 AM

204 OtherOther  The college spending more money it 11/12/2014 11:43 PM

205 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Make quiet areas a little more quiet or have more of them 11/12/2014 7:44 PM

206 TechnologyTechnology  More computers, 11/12/2014 3:50 PM

207 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I wish the seating was more comfortable. It getss really uncomfortable when you are there
studying for a couple of hours

11/12/2014 3:03 PM

208 TechnologyTechnology  Maybe by adding a few more computers because some days there are none to use. 11/12/2014 12:18 PM

209 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  During the normal school year it's very easy to find spots in the library to study and do homework
ect, but when it comes to exam week its impossible to find anywhere to sit.

11/12/2014 11:18 AM

210 OtherOther  I think everything is fine and the library meets all my expectations. 11/12/2014 9:45 AM
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211 CollectionsCollections  I am an off campus student who needs to do a lot of research. I have found the online library to be
extremely difficult to use and navigate. It is not user friendly. I am finding myself having to use other areas to look
for research such as google and google scholar and having better success.

11/11/2014 11:35 PM

212 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It would be great if the second floor was open longer on the weekends. It's a great study space! I
know that the first floor is open 24/7, but there aren't that many desks, or tables there.

11/11/2014 9:24 PM

213 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Computers still very slow, and it seems that some have to be updated. It is very
difficult to concentrate even in the quiet study space, for some students do not stay quiet; they sit there to eat, to
talk on the phone or with other peers. Could you create an space only for students who need to study quietly?
Thanks

11/11/2014 9:17 PM

214 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I feel that the library can provide more access to help when it comes to research help. I feel
that the library does not really provide much help when it comes to research. I feel that the people who sit the
front desk should be able to put you in contact with the people who are there to help us, but at times I feel that
they are unable to do anything for me. Especially for me, as a History major, a large majority of my work is
research based. There are times where I need help locating an article or a book and when I ask the front desk to
speak to someone to help me they always end up telling me that no one is available.

11/11/2014 8:07 PM

215 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I had a movie on hold and they said they would send me an email but didn't. I had to go ask at
the desk every few days to see if it was back in.

11/11/2014 7:44 PM

216 TechnologyTechnology  The addition of more computers. 11/11/2014 6:55 PM

217 BuildingBuilding  I don't understand why the 2nd floor is not open after 12am 11/11/2014 4:38 PM

218 TechnologyTechnology  It would be nice to be able to print from our personal computers to the library printers 11/11/2014 4:33 PM

219 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Enforcing quiet in quiet areas 11/11/2014 3:40 PM

220 TechnologyTechnology  Open up color printing after regular hours! 11/11/2014 3:39 PM

221 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Ummm I think you guys are doing a great job thanks 11/11/2014 3:16 PM

222 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  A brief lecture from the program Librarian (if there is one), early in the year to advise students
what resources are available would be great. To be honest, I'm not sure what services are available to Graduate
students, and when I visit the library (usually on Tuesday evenings) the staff working behind the desk appear to
be students.

11/11/2014 2:50 PM

223 TechnologyTechnology  Get more computers 11/11/2014 2:22 PM

224 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  There are times where people are being disruptive in the quiet areas and unless I day something
to them directly they usually don't stop, however if I do then I become the bad guy. There needs to be a better
way to enforce the quiet areas.

11/11/2014 1:45 PM

225 TechnologyTechnology  The log in time for students on the computers are painfully slow. Sometimes it takes up to five
minutes for it to successfully log in. Not sure if this is a issue with the library itself or IT but it is a problem many
students complain about, especially those who are pressed for time.

11/11/2014 1:42 PM

226 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Enforce quiet areas. More computers More printers 11/11/2014 12:29 PM

227 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I wish there were more group study rooms available. 11/11/2014 11:52 AM

228 CollectionsCollections  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I believe everything from the service to the resources is excellent. 11/11/2014 11:28 AM

229 BuildingBuilding  I think you should should have the lower or upper level or both open 24 hours too. There's still a lot of
people in there late at night and they get loud and it's too hard to focus when people are talking really loud and
are on the phones.

11/11/2014 11:13 AM

230 BuildingBuilding  It needs to be a more relaxed environment. Paint and new furniture would change the atmosphere for
the better.

11/11/2014 11:06 AM

231 TechnologyTechnology  Another stapler in the basement, work saved on account should be accessible on all campus
computers at all times.

11/11/2014 10:14 AM

232 TechnologyTechnology  Better computers since majority of them are slow and take up to 10 minutes to turn on. More areas
for groups to work together since there are so few.

11/11/2014 9:39 AM

233 BuildingBuilding  it just makes me feel like I am in a Basement it is not very welcoming to me so I choose not to go in it
very often.

11/11/2014 9:36 AM
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234 BuildingBuilding  Adjust the heating. I was in one of the quiet study rooms and it was super warm. 11/11/2014 8:53 AM

235 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  I can't think of anything; you all are doing a great job! 11/11/2014 7:21 AM

236 VendingVending  It would be nice if they had more variety in their vending machines. Whens its cold outside walking to
gally is unappealing

11/11/2014 12:08 AM

237 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It would be helpful to add more individual desks to study at. 11/10/2014 11:28 PM

238 TechnologyTechnology  The computer set up makes it difficult to find computers that are not being used. 11/10/2014 11:16 PM

239 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I would enjoy a more enforced quiet section, more booths for more comfortable seating and
computers put upstairs.

11/10/2014 11:15 PM

240 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  The library no longer sends reminders of due dates for books & movies, I really liked this
service. I'm curious as to why it has stopped and if it can be brought back.

11/10/2014 9:16 PM

241 TechnologyTechnology  Not necessarily for the library alone, but for the ENTIRE school's computers, Every time I log in and
open a Microsoft Office Suite program (ie: word, excel, powerpoint, etc...) I have to click on the "First Thing's
First" thing and then the "Welcome to your new Office" crap. These prompts are easily disabled by GROUP
POLICY. is the link for the administrative templates for group policy. These settings can be found under "User
Configuration" Thank you, I think EVERYONE is annoyed by this and i hope to see this fixed.

11/10/2014 8:53 PM

242 TechnologyTechnology  Fix the broken computers 11/10/2014 8:53 PM

243 TechnologyTechnology  Printers on the third floor. It is a hassle to print from the third floor and have to walk down the stairs
to print. Also, staplers and hole punches on third floor if printer.

11/10/2014 7:51 PM

244 BuildingBuilding  TechnologyTechnology  The portable charging station for phones is fantastic more of those would be great. The
group study rooms are nice but they are always reserved for only one person to use.

11/10/2014 7:20 PM

245 TechnologyTechnology  I think that having colored printing would be nice and also if the chairs on the second floor in the
quiet section were updated because they seem to be falling apart.

11/10/2014 7:01 PM

246 TechnologyTechnology  Oftentimes there are limited computers available, and sometimes the only ones free are missing a
mouse or are locked, etc., something that restricts their use.

11/10/2014 5:11 PM

247 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Better explain how to use the online research sites and provide total silence
area where students have to comply.

11/10/2014 5:06 PM

248 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More study rooms available, as they are almost always taken. Computers could boot faster too. 11/10/2014 5:04 PM

249 Turn the heat down. 11/10/2014 4:59 PM

250 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Keep quite sections quite as possible additional availability for study rooms. 11/10/2014 4:36 PM

251 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The only complaint I have is that the group study rooms whenever I need them to do a group
project always just have one person in them. I have not yet been in there with a group to do a project and been
able to use a room.

11/10/2014 4:03 PM

252 BuildingBuilding  TechnologyTechnology  I really think it is time to remodel the library. I have talked to multiple students and we all
think that the 70's-era vibe in the library is not ideal for studying. I think it would be a lot more beneficial if we had
a newly constructed and updated library, a better atmosphere would lead to better studying. Also, there has been
many issues with the printer this semester. I am a nursing major who needs to print out 100 pages at a time, and
the printers always jam and take my money. I believe I am down to $10 for the rest of the semester because the
printers take my funds but do not deliver my prints. This is beyond frustrating.

11/10/2014 3:22 PM

253 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Two Points: I was almost charged a late fee for a movie when I had in fact returned it on
time. Apparently the worker/student at the front desk never scanned the movie back in. I just appreciate efficiency
and not $10 late charges. I was taking a graduate course and the professor had a book on reserve. Every time I
went to sign the book out for 2 hours, the book was signed out. The reason this was an issue is because based
on the folder log that is kept, the person had it out for 2 hours which from my understanding is way over the
allotted time. That happened three times out of my 5 week course. The fourth occasion this issue happened, the
girl at the desk had no idea where the book was, no one had left an ID saying they signed it out, and she took no
action to aid me. All I ask is that perhaps a phone number is kept on the log so when a person takes out a
reserved book, the library staff can reach them when another person needs to use it. Thank you.

11/10/2014 3:11 PM

254 TechnologyTechnology  Free printing 11/10/2014 3:01 PM

255 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  keep the group study rooms open all night 11/10/2014 2:48 PM
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256 BuildingBuilding  It's freezing in the library at night! 11/10/2014 2:47 PM

257 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Sometimes it gets a little loud, all i usually have to do is get up and find a new place. but if i didn't
that would be great

11/10/2014 2:46 PM

258 There are only a few quiet study rooms and I think that there should be more. 11/10/2014 2:19 PM

259 OtherOther  Na 11/10/2014 2:18 PM

260 OtherOther  I have never been to the library building but have used the library online many times and i am very
satisfied with it.

11/10/2014 2:05 PM

261 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The quiet areas are not quiet at all, I find it easier to study in other locations on campus. 11/10/2014 1:53 PM

262 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I wish the library had more quiet studying places. 11/10/2014 1:50 PM

263 I think it would be awesome to have wireless printing, so you would be able to print from your laptop upstairs
(have it sent to the printer docket I mean) instead of wasting time logging on to the downstairs computers. Any
reason why they take so long to log on? Or have a printer upstairs specifically for the computers in the group
study rooms and laptops

11/10/2014 1:33 PM

264 TechnologyTechnology  better internet connection and faster. easier printing. 11/10/2014 1:32 PM

265 BuildingBuilding  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  more computers powerstrips on quiet study desks for laptops the holey plastic
chairs that dip down are uncomfortable More research help desk availability/hours, or circulation desk staff
trained with basic research assistance skills

11/10/2014 1:30 PM

266 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  The students who work the IT Help Desk are often very noisy with their personal
conversations/socializing. If you are situated at a nearby computer station it makes it difficult to concentrate.
Recommend that these staff members are reminded to be more mindful of library etiquette.

11/10/2014 1:24 PM

267 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Monitor the quiet areas and ask disruptive students to move or leave. 11/10/2014 1:11 PM

268 TechnologyTechnology  VendingVending  Cafe would be nice. Faster computers. A shared drive that we could save things to and
then access them again from our laptops. Printing off of our laptops. Longer hours past 1am to use the basement
or upstairs - maybe even extend it an hour.

11/10/2014 1:01 PM

269 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  VendingVending  Sometimes the library seems too crowded, so maybe opening another study room
downstairs would help. Also, another food-vending machine would be nice.

11/10/2014 12:51 PM

270 BuildingBuilding  As our PhD classes are Fri evenings and Sat mornings it would be more helpful to have different hours
especially Sat mornings before ten

11/10/2014 12:47 PM

271 OtherOther  I only use the Library online currently, But have found it to be a good resource. 11/10/2014 12:45 PM

272 VendingVending  Coffee stand 11/10/2014 12:44 PM

273 BuildingBuilding  TechnologyTechnology  proving access to another printer and possibly placing 3rd floor bathroom. 11/10/2014 12:42 PM

274 TechnologyTechnology  More computers and printers. 11/10/2014 12:36 PM

275 TechnologyTechnology  Offer more computers. 11/10/2014 12:35 PM

276 BuildingBuilding  Maybe have more comfortable working environment at the computer stations. 11/10/2014 12:34 PM

277 TechnologyTechnology  More computers or closer monitoring of students who are not using the computers but taking up
space/using it for entertainment purposes during peak hours. Getting another copier would be a big help as
some students tend to abuse their right to the copier by printing out large quantities of copies or large scale
projects. That's about it! The library offers various helpful services and doe its best to cater to the needs of every
student.

11/10/2014 12:29 PM

278 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Making sure the quiet spaces are actually quiet and having a good number of
computers available to be people who just need to quickly print something.

11/10/2014 12:28 PM

279 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group study areas! More individual areas separate from the group locations. 11/10/2014 12:08 PM

280 TechnologyTechnology  Update computer software and decrease boot times on computers. 11/10/2014 12:08 PM

281 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  faster computers and making sure that the upstairs where it's supposed to be
independent study is more quiet.

11/10/2014 12:02 PM

282 BuildingBuilding  Gut the whole building and get new furniture. Or, build a new one. 11/10/2014 12:01 PM
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283 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Keep up the good work!! 11/10/2014 11:52 AM

284 TechnologyTechnology  Computers run very slow. 11/10/2014 11:46 AM

285 TechnologyTechnology  I would like to use a computer that has a quicker start up. 11/10/2014 11:39 AM

286 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Build more quiet study rooms and restrict the hrs students spend in one room. 11/10/2014 11:39 AM

287 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More quiet study spaces. 11/10/2014 11:24 AM

288 VendingVending  Have free healthy snacks available around and during finals week. Then people don't need to leave to
get food so they can continue to study.

11/10/2014 11:22 AM

289 BuildingBuilding  more comfortable chairs on the main floor 11/10/2014 11:22 AM

290 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computers 11/10/2014 11:22 AM

291 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  TechnologyTechnology  Around exam season it is hard to find quiet places to study and available
computers. Other than that, this is the best library I have ever been to! Extremely helpful!

11/10/2014 11:21 AM

292 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  i would like to have individual spaces with computers (not open space like main floor) 11/10/2014 11:19 AM

293 OtherOther  N/A 11/10/2014 11:07 AM

294 CollectionsCollections  More books for recreational reading 11/10/2014 11:05 AM

295 TechnologyTechnology  It could be useful to have more computers if at all possible, as it is very difficult to find an
unoccupied one most of the time.

11/10/2014 11:03 AM

296 TechnologyTechnology  Color Printing:) 11/10/2014 11:00 AM

297 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  It's very good overall! There have only been a few times where others are being very loud in the
same area that I am in so it is difficult to work. I do not want to move because I am already logged in with multiple
tabs open most of the time. So the only thing I can really think of is enforce quietness in the library. This has only
happened 3 times that I can think of so not a big deal.

11/10/2014 11:00 AM

298 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  By actually making sure that students using the "quiet areas" are being quiet and not disruptive of
others. Also by having a circulation desk on each floor so that a staff member is readily available for students
when they need help

11/10/2014 10:40 AM

299 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Make the quiet areas....QUIET 11/10/2014 10:39 AM

300 CollectionsCollections  TechnologyTechnology  We need more databases just to get a bigger variety or sources. Also I believe we
need more computers because certain parts of the day seem to be very full and not a lot of computers are
available.

11/10/2014 10:31 AM

301 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Some students do not respect the quiet floor of the library. I feel it should be reinforced more that
it is a silent floor.

11/10/2014 10:25 AM

302 TechnologyTechnology  Put printers and computer stations on the second floor. 11/10/2014 10:24 AM

303 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Make study rooms available to groups of two or more. Don't allow just one person per room 11/10/2014 10:20 AM

304 TechnologyTechnology  I wish there were more printers available on each floor. 11/10/2014 10:11 AM

305 TechnologyTechnology  Provide more macs. 11/10/2014 9:59 AM

306 TechnologyTechnology  Have Mac operating systems 11/10/2014 9:56 AM

307 BuildingBuilding  More space 11/10/2014 9:48 AM

308 TechnologyTechnology  Get computers that run better and dont have issues 11/10/2014 9:47 AM

309 TechnologyTechnology  Possibly have more printers. 11/10/2014 9:43 AM

310 TechnologyTechnology  More computers 11/10/2014 9:41 AM

311 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More study rooms would be nice. 11/10/2014 9:41 AM

312 CollectionsCollections  More online nursing journals available. 11/10/2014 9:40 AM

313 OtherOther  Nap area 11/10/2014 9:40 AM
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314 VendingVending  Have a coffee machine 11/10/2014 9:34 AM

315 TechnologyTechnology  Provide printing options in dorms. 11/10/2014 9:33 AM

316 TechnologyTechnology  Find a way to allow us to print from our laptops 11/10/2014 9:32 AM

317 TechnologyTechnology  sometimes I go to the library to print something quickly but there aren't always computers available 11/10/2014 9:31 AM

318 TechnologyTechnology  It may be a good idea to have a wireless printer. 11/10/2014 9:29 AM

319 BuildingBuilding  When I use the library, it is usually between 5a-10a. This is the time that I can finish papers and finish
studying before exams. Unfortunately, there is usually loud cleaning or gossiping librarians at various times
during this period. I try to avoid the library recently because I cannot focus when there are people talking loudly,
laughing Loudly, and using cleaning machines.

11/10/2014 9:27 AM

320 TechnologyTechnology  VendingVending  I wish the library would offer Quickbooks on more computers. Usually two computers that
can print in color and have Quickbooks on them are taken by people who want to print in color and there's only
three other computers that have Quickbooks on them (at least that I know of) in the back corner of the library. I
don't know why, but I always find that the computers up against the wall tend to run slower than the rest of the
computers (maybe I'm mistaken but that's the impression I got) so I don't really like using those specific
computers. Otherwise, I really love the brewer on the first floor and the library staff is very friendly!

11/10/2014 9:27 AM

321 CollectionsCollections  I wish, as a theatre major that there were more plays and music books to check out. 11/10/2014 9:25 AM

322 CollectionsCollections  Get more children's books. 11/10/2014 9:24 AM

323 CollectionsCollections  Books can be difficult to find, even with the help of the catalog. 11/10/2014 9:22 AM

324 TechnologyTechnology  Repair the broken computers 11/10/2014 9:18 AM

325 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  More group rooms/study spaces, gets very crowded around noon. 11/10/2014 9:18 AM

326 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  24-hour help desk 11/10/2014 9:17 AM

327 BuildingBuilding  Study SpacesStudy Spaces  I love the second floor education room and the tables in front of it and the first floor
couches areas, I just which could feel that way in the whole library. to be honest I hate studying, but I feel refresh
in those three places that make forget about the studying task because makes me feel cozy and welcome

11/10/2014 9:10 AM

328 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  To offer more spots for individuals and groups to work. 11/10/2014 9:09 AM

329 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  Better attitude and help from library supervisors at night. Everyone is nice and helpful besides
two rude supervisors at night. And they need to better control loud, rude groups of students who come to the
library to goof off and disturb others. I am always at the library to work hard, and I am often distracted and
disturbed later at night.

11/10/2014 9:09 AM

330 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  The library can serve me better, by honestly keep doing what they are doing. The only thing I
think they need are just more tables or study rooms, its hard to get one with a group or individual because
everyone goes in and takes them over.

11/10/2014 9:06 AM

331 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  more staff members to help 11/10/2014 9:05 AM

332 CollectionsCollections  The library should have more copies of the textbooks that each class requires. 11/10/2014 9:05 AM

333 TechnologyTechnology  Update the computers or at least maintain them better. There is no reason Internet Explorer needs
to bring you to the first boot screen every time you log on to a computer. This takes about a minute or two longer
than it should.

11/10/2014 9:04 AM

334 BuildingBuilding  Make the whole library open 24 hours to students. 11/10/2014 8:58 AM

335 TechnologyTechnology  Some computers have been malfunctioning a lot recently. It makes it more difficult in the mid
afternoon to find a computer to work at.

11/10/2014 8:52 AM

336 VendingVending  Possibly add a food service area 11/10/2014 8:52 AM

337 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Provide more quiet study areas on the first floor and in the basement if possible 11/10/2014 8:48 AM

338 TechnologyTechnology  I can always find a computer, but during finals week they are hard to get. 11/10/2014 8:48 AM

339 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Having more group and quiet study space available. 11/10/2014 8:46 AM

340 TechnologyTechnology  I think the biggest thing is the limited printers and the limited computers. 11/10/2014 8:35 AM
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341 BuildingBuilding  Area/study room for just commuters! 11/10/2014 8:33 AM

342 TechnologyTechnology  More computers 11/10/2014 8:31 AM

343 CollectionsCollections  Even more online resources! 11/10/2014 8:30 AM

344 Customer ServiceCustomer Service  TechnologyTechnology  In the past I have made an appoiment with a librarian to receive assistance with
research. Instead of actually receiving assistance in finding information I was taught how to perform research,
which I knew how to do. Suggestion: at the start of a session with a librarian ask for the specific results the
student is looking for. Provide students with printing stations. 5/4 computers that are always logged on that can
be used only for printing. This will assist students who only need to print something from having to wait for a
computer to turn & log on.

11/10/2014 8:24 AM

345 BuildingBuilding  Almost Everytime I'm in the library to work on a computer I have to leave because there are people
being way too loud for a library. Especially downstairs to the right. It is not really easy to find quiet computer
space.

11/10/2014 8:16 AM

346 TechnologyTechnology  Install quick books on more computers. 11/10/2014 8:15 AM

347 CollectionsCollections  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  TechnologyTechnology  I am pretty much satisfied with the service at the library. I realized
however that some of the computers on the ground floor, take long booting. Also I have not seen much of the
books I need for my class this semester in the library. Apart from these it's pretty great.

11/10/2014 8:12 AM

348 TechnologyTechnology  Faster computer, maybe a few more as well especially for when it is extremely busy. 11/10/2014 8:08 AM

349 TechnologyTechnology  Update the computers 11/10/2014 8:07 AM

350 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Keep a closer eye on the quiet study rooms on the second floor to make sure they
aren't being abused. For a reason unknown to me the computers take a substantial amount of time to load when
entering your ID number and password; enough so that I've been simply using the labguest log in for quicker
access. Oh, and I don't know if it's in your power, but is there any way to connect personal laptops to the printer
so it's easier to print from a non-library computer?

11/10/2014 8:07 AM

351 BuildingBuilding  Put a room with couches so commuters could have a place to nap if they don't want to go home but
want to stay at the library to study after.

11/10/2014 8:04 AM

352 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  Find a way to enforce a 2+ minimum on group study room and signing in policy 11/9/2014 8:56 PM

353 CollectionsCollections  Customer ServiceCustomer Service  First off let me start by expressing how great the library staff is, they are always
there to help and I feel at home when I'm there. If I could change one thing, it'd be increasing our selection of
accessible research databases. I know we are a rather smaller university compared to many of the other
Universities, but we are at disadvantage compared to those other student who have a vast selection of database
at their disposal. Thank you!

11/9/2014 2:06 PM

354 Study SpacesStudy Spaces  TechnologyTechnology  Have all of the floors except the first floor quiet (I usually can't concentrate with
people talking), have better bathroom access, have more computers in quiet study areas.

11/8/2014 8:41 PM

355 CollectionsCollections  It would be nice if there were more leisure reading books and graphic novels. Other than that, I love
the library, it's great!

11/7/2014 9:32 PM

356 BuildingBuilding  More comfortable chairs for all computers and group areas. A break room or lounge where people who
have been at the library for many hours can relax and get away from the work for a few minutes.

11/7/2014 5:39 PM
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